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Intelligent Ice is the 
revolutionary way to chill, 
serve and brand drinks. Cold as 
ice, safer, more attractive and 
re-usable.

Intelligent Ice meets all 
the challenges of serving 
cold crisp drinks, weather 
at home or commercially: 
cost effectiveness, hygiene, 
aesthetics and functionality.

Now with a range of cool chill 
accessories: be smart and bring 
Intelligent ice into your world.

Retail Sales -
For use at home
Retail Opportunities
The users for Intelligent ice are diverse 
and relevant to so manu retail avenues. 
Our retailers include homeware and 
giftware shops, large retail chains, 
chemists, hotel, chandlery, wine 
merchants and wineries.

Our chillers are attractive and 
practical. They attach firmly and safely 
to the glass; attractive yet not intrusive 
and no floating ice to deal with!

They shimmer like real ice with a 
range of glacier colours to add extra 
sparkle to your drink. The patented clip 
designs make them flexible enough for 
most traditional shaped glasses. Easily 
washed and easily stored, they are a 
freezer essential.

www.intelligentice.com

Why Dilute
Today consumers are more brand aware 
than ever before. ‘House wines’ and 
‘dry whites’ are out. Aromatics, Pinot 
Gris and New World Sauvignons are in. 
Premium brands of triple distilled and 
cold filtered gin and vodka are being 
requested and even mixes are chosen 
with care.

Do these drinks really merit ice, or have 
we become creatures of the bizarre 
habit of dilution?

Ice is a flawed product

Small cubes chill too fast

They also melt and dilute faster

Crushed ice is the worst for dilution

Ice cubes will pick up the flavours 
floating in your fridge.

 
Effective at Chilling
Why dilute a great drink? CHILLBALL 
is designed to keep pre-chilled wine at 
the perfect temperature. CHILLROCKS 
and CHILLSTACK impart a serious chill 
to any tumbler or long drink; cold as 
ice with none of the diluting effects. As 
they are reusable consumers will never 
be short of ice.

Health and Safety
Intelligent Ice is clean and hygienic. 
Made in food grade polymers and 
dishwasher safe, it’s safe and 
especially useful in regions where 
water and ice cannot be trusted. 

Soon consumers will insist their 
local bar stocks Intelligent Ice! In any 
establishment, ice is only as clean as 
the bucket it is stored in.

In hot climates the problem is 
exasperated by rapidly melting ice and 
the increased presence of bacteria. 
Now travelers can take take their own 
chill away with you!



CHILLBALL is the answer to 
keeping a glass of wine chilled. 
Once frozen, clip CHILLBALL 
to the rim of your wine glass. 
Hygienic and reusable it won’t 
effect the flavour at all whilst 
helping to keep wine at the 
perfect fridge-served temperature 
without compromising the taste.

 The flexible clips are available 
in different lengths so that 
CHILLBALL can be used with 
a wide range of traditionally 
shaped wine glass (200-350 
mls).

 Stored in a convenient ‘ready-
use’ ice box that doubles up 
as a carry case; take your chill 
with you!

www.intelligentice.com



CHILLROCKS work perfectly with 
tumbler drinks, chilling without 
diluting the texture and flavour. 

Extremely versatile and with 2 
clip lengths, CHILLROCKS can be 
stacked-up in taller glasses. 

Stored in a convenient ‘ready-use’ ice 
box that doubles up as a carry case; 
you can take your chill with you!

 

Coming soon! Citrus colours for 
cocktails and mixers.

www.intelligentice.com

 



CHILLGLASSES

Intelligent Ice drinkware 
can be used on any 
occasion and is 
perfectly sized for our 
chillers.

Made in shatterproof 
crystal-clear copolymer, 
and in both double-
walled and single-
walled designs, our 
glasses are ideal for 
outside use or at a 
formal dinner.

 
Elegant design

Shatterproof

Crystal clarity of glass

Dishwasher safe

UNO wine glasses are clean and 
elegant and allow for unique cup 
and stem colour combinations.

UNO and DUO can work together; 
sized for the Duo inner cup so 
that new colour contrasts can be 
created. And of course, Uno is 
perfectly sized for CHILLBALL.

DUO is doubled-walled for a longer 
chill. Made in a tough shatterproof 
copolymer DUO is ideal for the 
beach, BBQ or formal dinner-table.

Unique 3-stage construction 
results in crystal clarity 
and smooth lines. A fully 
removable inner cup gives 
insulation and colour 
contrast. The result is 
an elegant and uniquely 
practical glass you to enjoy 
long-term.

Double-walled for a longer chill 
and for comfortable handling, 
DUO tumblers fuse a classic 
design with practicality.

And of course they are perfectly 
seized for CHILLROCKS, to 
provide the ultimate long chill.

www.intelligentice.com
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www.intelligentice.com

CHILLPOD is a futuristic 
and yet elegant carafe-
styled bottle chiller 
that contains a chilling 
sleeve, providing a long 
insulated chill.

CHILLPOD rests in 
a snug base for easy 
pouring is perfect for 
the beach, BBQ or 
formal dinner table. 
It comes with a bottle 
chilling sleeve and 
silicon bottle stopper.

THE ELEGANT CHILL

For Commercial Use
Branding is a competitive business. 
Beverage companies are seeking 
ever more sophisticated marketing 
opportunities to propel their brands 
forward and into the mind of the 
consumer. 

Intelligent Ice and its unique branding 
proposition can provide that edge.

Retail opportunities
Intelligent Ice chillers will become a 
stock addition to any home freezer. And 
our cool accessories are eye catching 
and uniquely functional. 

Intelligent Ice adds an exciting new 
brand to retail space and online 
merchandisers. 

On Premises use 
opportunities

Are you looking for new ways 
to serve drinks and improve 
the presentation?

Are you sick of ice and 
icemakers?

Do you host functions, events 
and drinks launches?

Are you wanting to look after 
the wellbeing of your clientele 
by serving top quality drinks 
without overwhelming them 
with ice?

If so contact us to discuss some 
cool ideas.

Opportunities for
your brand
Hotel groups, cruise ships, 
vineyards, restaurant chains, 
nightclubs and airlines: 
intelligent ice can work with 
you to brand your customer 
hospitality.

Contacts us to discuss the 
opportunities. Refer over for 
details.



Sales enquiries: contact your local agent or
email info@intelligentice.com

Product development enquiries:
development@intelligentice.com

For more information and downloadable support 
materials at:
www.intelligentice.com

About Us 
Intelligent Ice Ltd has been developing chill product concepts 
since 2005 and forming strategic partnerships for distribution 
and licensing arrangements.

The team brings together a team of product designers and 
entrepreneurs all serious about the quality of their drinks. 
Management includes talented individuals from the hospitality, 
retail and commercial worlds, with experience in industrial 
design, manufacturing, purchasing and I.P.

Our product range continues to expand and is now sold 5 
continents.

We take the protection of intellectual property very seriously and 
our products are protected by a number of International patent 
files and grants.


